
SERVE ICE CREAM WITHOUT A FREEZER - Y3K® TO LAUNCH FIRST OF NEW RANGE OF MOUSSE 

CAKES 

Y3K, an award winning American cult brand from beautiful Palm Beach Florida, is pleased to announce 

that it will be launching a new range of mousse cakes at Sial Paris October 16-20 on Stand 2 KL 030 in 

the UK Pavillion.  The first - Cosmic Cookie Mousse Cake™ – is a cookies and cream mousse made from 

America’s two top selling cookies – Oreos and Chocolate Chip – lavished with even more cookies.  

Ice cream is the number 1 selling dessert across the world accounting for very roughly half of dessert 

sales.   However a vast number of outlets are effectively prohibited from selling ice cream due to a lack 

of freezer space (such as coffee shops), difficulty of getting the product from the freezer to the guest at 

the right temperature for service (airlines, home delivered pizza or high volume banqueting) or the 

sensitivity of guests to the cold of deep frozen products.  

Moreover most mousse, bavarois and chilled dairy products that are sold commercially or prepared by 

chefs are made from powder and water, have a relatively low spec (low fat, low solids) and are typically 

marketed in traditional flavors without the wildly exciting chunky varieties of modern ice cream brands 

that consumers now demand.  

Conversely the ice cream market has found that by making products richer with more solids (ice cream 

is water and solids with solids giving the product more mouthfeel), more intense fun and funky chunk 

laden natural flavors and cleaner labels consumers could be tempted to indulge without price restraint, 

identify with the brand and outlet that serves it and clamor for more.  High end so called superpremium 

ice cream has been the fastest growing segment of the ice cream market over the last few decades and 

now accounts for roughly 1/3 of ice cream sales from nothing in mid 1900s.  

Y3K is applying ice cream technology to patisserie and will be launching at the Restaurant Show a range 

of desserts that are effectively superpremium ice cream but which can be served without a freezer in a 

chilled cabinet or for limited periods at ambient.      

We will be greatly expanding the market and in essence providing businesses such as coffee shops and 

cafes access to the ice cream market (broadly speaking the 50% of dessert sales) where they have been 

long been denied.   

Airlines have always served ice cream but have struggled.  The packaging requires special handling and 

additional space in an environment where every inch and every pound is at a premium and (assuming 

the frozen state is maintained) the products are rock hard and incapable of being eaten when served to 

the guest.  We offer something that eats as well or better than the best of ice cream without the need of 

dry ice – it can be plated, allowed to thaw and eaten at ambient depending on the timing.   

Similarly for home delivery, banqueting, room service etc. where the length of time between plating and 

service makes it so difficult to get the product to the customer at the right temperature our desserts 

offer an ideal solution.  



The mousse is handmade from fresh cream with all natural ingredients.  It is richer with more solids like 

a mousse made in a chef’s kitchen from scratch not from powder and water.  

The cakes come frozen with a 2 year shelf life – and can be kept in a freezer ready for banqueting or 

party use on short notice – and a 5 day life once thawed (plus a number of hours at  ambient).  

The cakes pre-portioned giving the operator control over wastage and de-skilling the serving process.  

So many of the bavarois desserts in the chilled cabinet are so serious and frilly.  Our Cosmic Cookie 

desserts are designed to appeal to the passion for good food combined with a dose of fun and whimsy 

that marries fine dining and candy store indulgence with gonzo branding to create the excitement and 

passion that has driven the ice cream market for the last few decades.  

GMO Free and available alcohol free. 

Y3K has awards for product quality across its range receiving 2 prestigious nominations for Innovation 

Awards at Sial ME out of tens of thousands of products for its ice cream and was also one of five 

companies shortlisted for Best Foodservice Product at Gulfood and Best Snack at Sweets and Snacks.  

We’re sure you’ll love this one too.   

For further information please contact Peter Lester on 001-561-8350404  peterlester@y3kfoods.com 

Website:  www.y3kfoods.com 

UK Local Contact at Subzero 0044-1622-834950  
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Y3K INTRODUCES GENUINE WATER BAKED CHEESECAKES TO EUROPE 

 

Y3K is extending its range of award winning Water Baked Cheesecakes in the market with the addition of a Cosmic 

Commotion Cheesecake (Vanilla and Chocolate Swirl). Y3K, an award winning American cult brand from 

beautiful Palm Beach Florida, is pleased to announce that it will be launching an extension of its range of 

water baked cheesecakes at Sial Paris October 16-20 on Stand 2 KL 030 in the UK Pavillion.   

And we’re not the only ones who think they’re special.   

 Awarded the prize for Best Bakery and Confectionery Product at Gulfood, the world’s largest food 

exhibition, out of nearly 200,000 products.   

 Best Food Product – Sweet Category Highly Commended  at Lunch! in London.  

 Shortlisted at Sweets and Snacks in Dubai for Best Bakery Product.  

In Europe everyone proclaims they have a “NY Style” or an “American Style” cheesecake because consumers 

perceive it as better.  If you are a cheesecake fanatic in NY you search out a water baked cheesecake.   

Y3K is an American cult brand from beautiful Palm Beach Florida.  We do the real thing – genuine water baked 

cheesecakes.   

There are 3 types of cheesecakes: 

 

1. chill set - you get the powder, add water, stir and stick it in the fridge - the typical EU cheesecake. 

 

2. dry baked - the baked cheesecakes that I have seen are all dry baked - typically they have a skin, slump and crack 



and are heavy grainy, cheesy, watery and gluey.  

 

3. water baked - to a serious American cheesecake eater a cheesecake has to be water baked - it's an old fashioned 

art practiced in the Northeast of America - like New York 

 

Managing Member Peter Lester says, “From what I've seen we're the first people selling a true water baked 

cheesecake in Europe.   In Europe you either get chillset cakes – look attractive but are grainy, watery and fall apart 

if you leave out on a plate for too long or dry baked cakes - the kase kuchen or kass tartes you’ve had so many 

times before – made with quark heavy cheesy with a skin.   

You will find our product has the best features of both a chill set and a dry baked cake – smooth and flat across the 

top so it looks like a chill set but incredibly smooth and creamy with a unique freshness and a soft delicate texture 

more like a panna cotta or crème brulee.  We think that because it’s lighter it sells better.” 

Y3K’s Water Baked Cheesecakes are made with vanilla pods and real chocolate. 

Y3K sells to the better class of restaurant, hotel and coffee shop where the chef wants to claim ownership. 

 

Because the taste is not overpoweringly cheesy they can be topped with fresh fruit, flavoured whipped cream, 

caramel etc. allowing you to use the cheesecake as an ingredient in furtherance of your vision and enabling the site 

to reduce inventory by buying just one type of cake and then topping it themselves to create a cheesecake of the 

day for example. 

 

Available alcohol free for muslim and other guests. 

 

The cakes come frozen and pre-cut so there is no wastage and are immediately available for sale for UK and EU. 

 

Y3K is looking for like minded people that would like to partner with us to develop the brand in Germany. 

 

For further information please contact Peter Lester on 001-561-8350404  peterlester@y3kfoods.com 

 

Website:  www.y3kfoods.com 
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Y3K EXTENDS DISTRIBUTION OF ITS AWARD WINNING ICE CREAM IN GERMANY 

Y3K, an award winning American cult brand from beautiful Palm Beach Florida, is pleased to announce 

that it will be sampling its range of fantastic award winning ice cream at Sial Paris October 16-20 on 

Stand 2 KL 030 in the UK Pavillion.   

Many restaurants struggle with desserts and think that because they don’t sell the guest was too full.  

We think the reality is much harsher – the offer was not strong enough.  The same chef who takes such 

pain in selecting a meat supplier and perfecting his main dishes tries to sell a generic middle of the road 

ice cream in one of 3 basic flavors.  However a large proportion of the market now buys luxury ice cream 

and seeks out ever more exciting chunk laden concoctions. 

We posit - why should your guest buy something when they are out looking to be coddled, excited and 

pampered that they wouldn’t eat at home.     

Y3K believes that in order to build dessert sales you need that something special something different 

that gives the staff an excuse to sell and the guest a reason to buy on impulse even when they are too 

full. 

That’s what we do.   

Y3K has received 2 prestigious nominations for Innovation Awards at Sial ME out of tens of thousands of 

products for its ice cream and was also one of five companies shortlisted for Best Foodservice Product at 

Gulfood and Best Snack at Sweets and Snacks.   



Why is Y3K so special? 

Y3K has a growing fanatical following for its outrageously rich sinfully special ice creams. 

 Ice cream is an illusion.  It’s made by weight but sold by volume.  The way you make it cheaper is 

by pumping it full of air and water and gluing it together with chemicals.  Y3K takes out the 

water, the air, the chemicals that others put in so it you get more ice cream more better truer 

flavour in every spoonful. 

 It’s richer smoother creamier because we use only fresh cream and more of it than most other 

brands. 

 More and better ingredients.  For example most people have never had chocolate ice cream.  

They’ve had chocolate flavour.  Y3K Liquid Chocolate is made from real Belgian Chocolate not 

powder so it eats like that melted candy bar you lick off the wrapper on a hot day.  Our 

Strawberry is made simply with great big hunks of fruit and sugar. 

 Best of all we have those weird and wonderful chunk laden genuinely insanely American 

concoctions like Cosmic Cookie crunch, Space Junk, Intergalactic Swirl. 

 50% of the eating out market in Europe is ethnic in taste (Indian, Italian, Chinese, Thai, 

Indonesian, Arabic, Mediterraen).  We make product ideally suited to that palate – for example 

Cold Fusion (Butterscotch Ice Cream infused with ginger and lemon, roasted pineapple and 

butterscotch crunch) 

 The ice cream has no added e-numbers (except in the candies, cookies etc. we can’t live 

without) yet has a better texture than other brands that use texturizers. 

 GMO Free and certain varieties are gluten free. 

  New alcohol free range for the 1.5 Billion customers that prefer alcohol free (most ice cream 

uses Vanilla and other flavors that are extracted with alcohol – we figured out how to get the 

flavour without the alcohol) 

 A tub of ours weighs 50-100% more than other brands so it’s superconcentrated with more 

scoops better yield in every tub. 

 Exclusively for foodservice – it’s very difficult to sell the same exact product in a restaurant 

that’s sold in a supermarket at 4 times the price. 

 Holds its shape enabling the chef to form quenelles. 

 Wild fun funky branding with a whole line of spacey flavours to grab attention and build loyalty, 

excitement and trial. 

 

For further information please contact Peter Lester on 001-561-8350404  peterlester@y3kfoods.com 

Website:  www.y3kfoods.com 
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WHO IS Y3K, LLC? 

 

Y3K, LLC is an American company from beautiful Palm Beach Florida that makes and sells fantastic award 

winning ice cream and desserts in the UK, Netherlands and Germany. 

OUR PRODUCTS 

We make fantastic product .  We have supplied a number of Michelin listed restaurants not only with 

our ice cream but incredibly our water baked cheesecakes because we can make a product with our 

specialised equipment that they can’t whilst offering the benefits of a commercial operation (controlled 

wastage, extended shelf life and hygiene). 

Y3K have won awards on an international scale for innovation across our product range. 

We have been awarded the prize for Best Bakery and Confectionery Product at Gulfood (the world’s 

largest food exhibition) out of 4500 exhibitors and nearly 200,000 products for our water baked 

cheesecakes and were also 1 of 5 companies shortlisted for Best Food Service Product for our ice cream 

range.  We have 2 nominations for innovation awards for our ice cream at Sial and the prize for Best 

Food – Sweet Category – Highly Commended at Lunch! In London.  Nominated for Best Bakery and for 

Best Snack Food at Sweets and Snacks. 



We currently have 3 product categories:  ice cream, water baked cheesecakes and a new range of musse 

cakes (essentially ice cream that does not need a freezer for service). 

We build our business by making our customers’ business better by helping them create sales spikes, 

build customer loyalty, and enhance their image by giving them products that their guests can eat and 

say WOW! NEVER HAD ANYTHING LIKE THAT BEFORE and showing them how to market and extend their 

offer in new innovative ways. 

Y3K 

Y3K is a new venture set up to bring new and exciting products to the market.  We wanted to do 

something different that hasn’t been done before.  At the moment we have or will soon have three lines 

of business:  ice cream, American Bakery and cheesecakes.  We make ice cream in the UK and 

cheesecakes and mousse cake in the Netherlands.   We will be introducing 7 new lines of American 

bakery in coming months.  

OUR NAME 

Everyone asks me about our name.   

1/3 of the people think it means Y (year) 3 K (thousand) – hence the tag line famous since 2999 – a bit of 

American humour.  And the flavours – Cosmic Cookie, Space Junk etc. 

1/3 of the people think it’s a question – and we answer new technology, no additives etc. 

1/3 of the people have no idea what it means or think it has something to do with computers.   

But everyone is curious and asks. 

 

For further information please contact Peter Lester on 001-561-8350404  peterlester@y3kfoods.com 

UK Contact:  Subzero 0044-1622-834950 

Website:  www.y3kfoods.com 
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